Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of constructing bandwidth-guaranteed multicast tree in multi-channel multiinterface wireless mesh networks. We focus on the scenario of dynamic multicast call arrival, where each call has a specific bandwidth requirement. A call is accepted if a multicast tree with sufficient bandwidth on each link can be constructed. Intuitively, if the carried load on both the most-heavily loaded channel and the most-heavily loaded node is minimized, the traffic load in the network will be balanced. If the network load is balanced, more room will be available for accommodating future calls. This would maximize the call acceptance rate in the network. With the above notion of load balancing in mind, an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is formulated for constructing bandwidth-guaranteed tree. We show that the above problem is NP-hard, and an efficient heuristic algorithm called Largest Coverage Shortest-Path First (LC-SPF) is devised. Simulation results show that LC-SPF yields comparable call acceptance rate as the ILP formulation, but with much shorter running time.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
IRELESS Mesh Networks (WMNs) have emerged as a practical solution for the wireless extension of the broadband Internet. A WMN consists of stationary wireless mesh routers, which are connected to one another in a multi-hop manner to form a wireless backbone. End user mobile devices can connect to the wireless backbone via some mesh routers within their transmission range. With the increasing computational power of mobile devices in recent years, many multicast applications (e.g., video streaming) for wired networks are adopted by wireless networks [1] , where efficient multicast algorithms are urgently needed to regulate the increased multicast traffic in the wireless backbone.
Unlike the wired networks, the broadcasting nature of wireless transmissions allows all neighbors to receive the same copy of data with the source node only transmitting once. This is known as wireless broadcast advantage (WBA) [2] . On the other hand, the interference induced by a transmission can suppress the transmissions on other wireless links within its interference range, which severely limits the capacity of a wireless network. To improve the network capacity, mesh routers of WMNs can be equipped with multiple network interface cards to allow parallel transmissions over multiple orthogonal channels [3] , [4] . This provides a new dimension to network resources management, and makes the multicast routing in WMNs more challenging.
In this paper, we consider a wireless mesh network with dynamic multicast call arrivals. We envision that multicast video streaming will be a killer application for WMNs. In order to ensure video quality, each streaming session should be provisioned with sufficient network bandwidth. Accordingly, each multicast call is characterized by a specific bandwidth requirement. A call is accepted if a multicast distribution tree can be established for connecting the source node with all the receiving nodes, and with sufficient bandwidth reserved on each link. In order to maximize the call acceptance rate, each multicast tree must be judicially constructed. In this paper, the problem of constructing bandwidth-guaranteed multicast tree is studied. Intuitively, if the carried load on both the most-heavily loaded channel and the most-heavily loaded node is minimized, the traffic load in the network will be balanced and more room will be available for accommodating future calls. This would maximize the call acceptance rate in the network. With the above notion of load balancing in mind, an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is first formulated for constructing bandwidth-guaranteed tree. But solving ILP is time consuming. An efficient heuristic algorithm called Largest Coverage Shortest-Path First (LC-SPF) is thus devised.
In the next section, we review the related work on multicast tree construction and scheduling. In Section III, we state the network model used in our design and show that the problem of constructing bandwidth-guaranteed tree is NP-hard. In Section IV, an ILP is formulated for finding bandwidth-guaranteed broadcast and multicast trees. In Section V, an efficient heuristic algorithm (LC-SPF) for constructing multicast tree is designed. To facilitate conflict-free transmissions, a simple scheduling algorithm for allocating transmission time slots to each mobile user is introduced in Section VI. We compare LC-SPF with ILP formulations in Section VII. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Multicast routing and scheduling [4] - [27] has been extensively studied under the context of both mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and wireless mesh networks (WMNs).
While minimizing the energy consumption of a multicast tree is critical in MANETs [5] , [6] , it is usually not the primary consideration in WMNs where abundant power supply is available. In WMNs, on the other hand, the mesh nodes are usually at fixed locations with constant power supply, which allow WMNs to support more advanced services. Many multicast protocols have been proposed for WMNs with different objectives [7] - [26] . In [4] , [8] , [21] - [25] , the objective is to maximize the tree bandwidth, which can be achieved by employing network coding and transmission power control [21] , setting up path to each receiver via high-bandwidth links [22] , or minimizing the mutual interference by proper scheduling [23] and/or using multiple channels [4] , [8] , [24] , [25] . In this paper, we consider each call with a specific bandwidth requirement. As a result, reserving extra bandwidth is a waste of network resources.
Internet access is considered in [13] , [16] - [19] , where a single spanning tree is constructed with the root at the gateway node. In [13] , multiple multicast sessions are taken into consideration. With the information of all sessions given, the algorithm first constructs a spanning tree rooted at the gateway, then prunes the tree to accommodate all sessions. A multicast tree can also be constructed to maximize reliability [14] , [15] , minimize latency [11] , [12] , the number of transmissions [9] , [10] , or the number of channels required [20] .
Notably, all multicast protocols above [4] , [8] - [25] aim at constructing a single tree. Admission control of real-time multicast call arrivals has not been addressed. Although multiple multicast trees are constructed in [7] , they are used to carry the multiple descriptions of a video stream of a single multicast session. For unicast transmissions, some call admission control schemes have been proposed [27] , [28] , where existing calls may be re-routed in order to accept a new call. Although re-routing for unicast calls could be feasible, it may not be true for multicast calls due to the amount of processing and signaling overhead involved.
To the best of our knowledge, the only related work on multicast call admission control is [26] . In [26] , while establishing a tree upon a call arrival, heuristic algorithms are designed to exploit the link-rate diversity for maximizing the residual channel bandwidth in the network. Although exploiting linkrate diversity is an interesting topic, it is not clear how they can be extended to a multi-channel and multi-interface network. In this paper, we aim at constructing a bandwidth-guaranteed multicast tree upon each call arrival in a multi-channel multiinterface WMN, and without re-routing any existing calls.
Constructing a bandwidth-guaranteed tree involves both routing and scheduling. Routing determines the tree topology and scheduling maps the required transmission time onto the frame structure of each tree link (please refer to Section VI). The joint optimization of routing and scheduling is shown to be NP-hard [23] . A practical approach [4] , [11] , [13] , [23] , [25] , [26] is to solve the problem in two decoupled steps, where the tree is constructed first and the scheduling is done next. In this paper, we follow the same decoupled approach while considering a multi-channel multi-interface network. Specifically, time fractions that a tree link should be active are determined together with multicast tree construction as that in [4] , [13] , [25] , [26] . III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. System Model
We consider a multi-channel wireless mesh network (WMN) with each node equipped with multiple interfaces. We denote a WMN by a connected graph = ( , ), the set of orthogonal channels by , and the set of nodes within the interference range of node , including node itself, by . The number of interfaces at each node can be different, which is pre-determined and is given by ∀ ∈ . The receiver conflict avoidance [29] interference model and a schedule-based MAC protocol are assumed. With the receiver conflict avoidance interference model, a receiver is clear to receive if there is only one (legitimate) transmission within its interference range. In a schedule-based MAC protocol, conflict-free transmission is ensured by assigning nodes within each other's interference range to either send on different channels, or send on the same channel but at different time slots (in a frame). To construct a frame-based schedule, we assign a time fraction ∈ [0, 1] to each link ( , ) to represent the portion of a frame for node to transmit data to node using channel . Then, a scheduling algorithm (in Section VI) is needed to transform the time fractions into time slots. We have to make sure is schedulable in the sense that all interfering nodes can transmit within a frame duration. It should be noted that the bandwidth of a link is directly proportional to the sum of allocated time fraction over all channels.
We represent each multicast call using a 3-tuple (S, , ), where S is the source of the multicast data (i.e., root of the multicast tree), is the set of receivers, and is the bandwidth requirement of the multicast session. Without loss of generality, is expressed using time fractions (e.g., = 0.1 is equivalent to the 10% bandwidth of a channel). Note that broadcast (unicast) is a special scenario of multicast, with all nodes (one node) in the network being the members of a multicast session. Hence, for a broadcast request, can be omitted. We consider a WMN with some on-going calls in the network. The existing load on a link ( , ) using channel is denoted by , the total time fraction (of a time frame) that channel on this link is active (for carrying on-going calls), and the existing load at node on channel is denoted by , the total time fraction that node transmits on channel to some neighboring nodes.
B. Problem Statement
When a new multicast call arrives, our objective is to find the best multicast tree without interrupting/re-routing any ongoing calls. A key issue is how to measure the quality of a multicast tree. Due to the broadcasting nature of wireless transmission, the channel condition is affected by other nodes' transmissions within the interference range of the concerned node. Thus in wireless networks, channel utilization differs depending on the "observing" node's location.
Definition 1 The utilization of channel as observed by node is defined as the total time fractions assigned to all nodes (including node ) within node 's interference range for transmission using channel .
Let denote the interference generated by node in channel as observed by node (as defined in Table I ). Then the maximum channel utilization, denoted by , is defined as
In (1), the sum of for the set (including node itself) is equivalent to obtaining the total amount of transmission in channel within the interference range of node . Please note that node 's transmission is also counted as it contributes to the channel utilization. In other words, it is the utilization of channel as observed by node . According to Definition 1, different nodes may observe different utilizations for a given channel. The maximum/worst-case channel utilization ( ) is the utilization of the most congested channel in the network. By having minimized, the loading on different channels (as perceived by different nodes) will be more balanced. This leaves more room for accommodating future calls.
On the other hand, channels may have spare capacity but a node cannot accept additional calls if it does not have sufficient interfaces to handle the new call. To this end, we also want to maximize the residual interface capacity at a node. Let denote the minimum residual interface capacity, and it is defined as = min
In (2), is the number of interfaces at node . The first and second summation terms in the braces represent node 's total ingress and egress traffic, respectively. By maximizing the residual capacity of the node with the minimum residual capacity, more load can be allocated to a node with higher capacity.
Obviously, both and are critical in determining the quality of a multicast tree. We thus propose a joint objective function based on them, or ( − ). (Note that a linear function is required in formulating an ILP.) By minimizing ( − ) (which can be negative), the maximum channel utilization can be minimized, and the minimum residual interface capacity of a node can be maximized at the same time. The weighting factor denotes the relative importance of and , and its value can be obtained empirically. Then, the problem of constructing a bandwidth-guaranteed multicast tree can be formulated as follows: Proof: Consider a special case with the weighting factor = 0. The problem is reduced to a simpler problem of only minimizing the maximum utilization of a channel (among all channels) by channel assignment and routing. Further assume that the multicast tree routing is given. We only focus on the channel assignment sub-problem for minimizing the maximum channel utilization. From Definition 1, channel utilization is location dependent and is defined as the total interference observed by the concerned node. Accordingly, minimizing the maximum channel utilization is equivalent to minimizing the interference in the wireless network.
In the literature, it has been shown that minimizing the interference in wireless network by channel assignment is actually solving the Max K-cut problem in the corresponding conflict graph [30] . Since the Max K-cut problem is NPhard [31] , so is the concerned channel assignment problem. Jointly solving the routing sub-problem and with > 0 in the joint objective function ( − ) adds another dimension of complexity to the problem. Therefore, our joint optimization problem is also NP-hard.
IV. ILP FORMULATION
A. Bandwidth-Guaranteed Broadcast Tree
To simplify our discussion, we first consider the construction of a bandwidth-guaranteed broadcast tree, which is a multicast session involving all nodes in the network. When a broadcast call arrives at node S (then S is the tree root) and with bandwidth requirement , a broadcast tree is to be built to carry this call. Based on the variables defined in Table I , the ILP for bandwidth-guaranteed broadcast tree construction is formulated below.
subject to
In the objective function (3), is the maximum channel utilization and is the minimum residual interface capacity. and are identified by constraints (15) and (16), respectively. Constraints (4)- (8) ensure that the resulting topology is a broadcast tree, where (4) and (5) specify that the tree has only one root at S, (6) assigns an ingress link to every nonroot node, (7) indicates that the tree links are unidirectional, and (8) prevents the formation of routing loop. To carry the new call, time fractions on different channels are assigned to tree links according to (9)- (14) . Constraints (9) and (10) ensure that time fractions are assigned to the tree links only, with the total amount not less than the requested time fraction . Constraint (11) describes the property of wireless broadcast advantage (WBA), (12) prevents oversubscription of the interfaces at a node, (13) defines the interference generated by node on channel as observed by node . Note that due to WBA, all outgoing links are treated as a single transmission. Constraint (14) states the sufficient condition for the assigned time fractions to be schedulable. (12) and (14) are satisfied.
Theorem 2 The obtained time fractions are schedulable if constraints
Proof: In a slotted system, the time fraction represents the portion of a frame. We can always find an integer such that all are integers, which also give the number of time slots that link ( , ) is active. Indeed, is the frame duration in slots. From (12) and (14), we have, for any channel ,
In other words, (17) shows that at most time slots are required for node to transmit and receive in different channels. Note that the interfaces on node can operate simultaneously in different channels, thus the total time slots required is at most time slots, i.e., within one frame. In addition, (18) shows that the number of time slots required by the link ( , ) and all interfering sources is at most time slots, which is again within one frame. Thus we can conclude that the obtained time fractions are schedulable.
When a broadcast call arrives, the above ILP is solved. If a broadcast tree is found, the call is accepted. The running variables and are then updated to reflect that the call is accepted. Otherwise, the call is rejected. For an accepted call, a scheduling algorithm (in Section VI) is then employed to assign the time fractions into a frame for conflict-free transmissions.
B. Bandwidth-Guaranteed Multicast Tree
We next generalize the ILP for broadcast tree construction to multicast. In particular, we only need to replace the broadcast tree topology constraints (4)- (8) by the following multicast tree constraints:
Constraints (19) and (20) specify that there is only one root at node S. Constraint (21) ensures that there is only one ingress link to each receiver of a multicast group. Constraint (22) describes that it is not necessary to have an ingress link for non-member nodes (i.e., neither root nor receiver). According to (23) , if there is an outgoing link from any non-member node, then there must be an ingress link to it. From (24), there should not be any ingress link to a non-member node if it is not assigned with an outgoing link. Finally, (25) indicates that the tree links are unidirectional, and (26) prevents the formation of routing loop.
V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
Solving the ILPs for tree construction is time consuming, and is therefore not suitable for real-time call admission. In this section, two efficient heuristic algorithms are designed, one for solving the bandwidth-guaranteed broadcast tree, and the other for multicast tree. In the following, we first describe a heuristic algorithm (greedy expansion) for the bandwidthguaranteed broadcast tree construction. Then we modify it to support multicast, and we call the resulting algorithm largest coverage shortest-path first (LC-SPF). It should be noted that broadcast is a special case of multicast. So a LC-SPF can also be used to construct a broadcast tree. But owing to the additional constraints in constructing a multicast tree, greedy expansion is more efficient.
A. Greedy Expansion for Broadcasting
To construct a broadcast tree that spans all nodes in the network, we start from the source node (i.e., the root of the tree). Then we (greedily) find the most efficient forwarding nodes recursively until all nodes in the network are attached to the tree. The efficiency of a forwarding node is determined by its potential in reducing the channel and interface utilization in the network. From a local perspective, a transmission using the least channel and interface resources is preferred. From a global perspective, due to WBA, selecting a transmission that covers the most uncovered (not-yet-on-tree) nodes minimizes the total number of transmissions required to cover all nodes in the network, consequently reducing the global channel utilization. With the above consideration in mind, an efficient forwarding node can be identified as follows.
Among all the non-forwarding on-tree nodes, we first identify a set of candidate nodes that have the largest coverage. A non-forwarding on-tree node is a node that is already added to the tree, but has not been selected for forwarding traffic to other not-yet-on-tree nodes. The coverage of (non-forwarding) node , denoted by ( ), is defined as the number of notyet-on-tree nodes that node can cover. We only focus on non-forwarding nodes because if a node has already become a forwarding node (for the current request), all its neighbors must have been covered and are already on the tree. If there are multiple candidates, we rank the efficiency of each candidate node by its cost ( ), where
where ′ is the local maximum channel utilization and ′ is local minimum residual interface capacity as observed by node (when is selected as a forwarding node). Then the node with the least ( ) will be selected as a forwarding node, provided that constraints (12) and (14) are not violated. If there is a tie, the winner is randomly selected.
It is worthwhile in noting the differences between the global ( − ) in (3) and the local ( ′ − ′ ) in (27) . Consider a situation that part of the network is heavily loaded, and we are selecting a forwarding node among the nodes outside that particular region. Then the value of ( − ) remains unchanged no matter which node is selected. Accordingly, we cannot differentiate the efficiency among individual candidate nodes based on ( − ). On the other hand, ( ′ − ′ ) varies based on the local view of the selected node. For this reason, our heuristic algorithm aims at minimizing ( ) = ( ′ − ′ ), the local cost of selecting node v as a forwarding node.
Our greedy expansion algorithm operates as follows. When a broadcast call arrives at node S with a bandwidth request , a simple screening test is performed to determine if any node (interface) in the network will be oversubscribed. If yes, the call is rejected right away. Otherwise, a broadcast tree rooted at S is to be built by adding one forwarding node to the tree at a time. Let be the set of covered nodes. At the beginning, only contains the root S, and S is not assigned with any transmission at this time. In each round of iteration, a forwarding node with the highest efficiency is identified from . According to Definition 1, different nodes may observe different utilizations of a channel. As illustrated in Fig. 1 node is selected as the forwarding node and assigned to transmit in channel , the channel utilizations of , as seen by nodes A, B and C, will be increased. To accept a call, we have to ensure that the channel utilization, as seen by any node within the interference range of , to be less than the normalized channel capacity one. If no such node can be found, then the call is rejected.
When a forwarding node is identified, it is assigned with time fraction for transmission in certain channel(s). In order to minimize the channel utilization, we add the requested load ( ) to the least utilized channel first. If the selected channel does not have enough capacity, then the outstanding demand will be allocated to the second least utilized channel. When assigning a time fraction to a node, constraints (12) and (14) should not be violated. All newly covered nodes are then added to . The channel and interface utilization are updated according to the allocated time fractions. The algorithm continues to find the next forwarding node until all nodes are covered. The pseudo code of the greedy expansion algorithm is detailed in Fig. 2 .
B. Largest Coverage Shortest-Path First for Multicasting
Unlike the greedy expansion for broadcast tree, forwarding nodes should only be added to the multicast tree if they extend the tree towards one or more receivers in the receiver set . Intuitively, to minimize channel utilization, the number of transmissions should be minimized. It is interesting to see that a pure shortest-path tree cannot achieve this objective. As shown in Fig. 3 , a pure shortest-path tree is constructed for a five-member multicast group, with source S and receivers R1, R2, R3 and R4. We can see that the resulting multicast tree consists of six forwarding nodes, each identified by a double-circle in Fig. 3 . In contrast, the multicast tree in Fig. 4 only requires five forwarding nodes. We can see that the major deficiency of constructing a pure shortest path tree is that it cannot fully benefit from WBA.
Accordingly, instead of adding the shortest-path corresponds to each receiver to the tree directly, we propose to add the largest coverage shortest-path first (LC-SPF), where
Greedy Expansion Algorithm
Input: G(V, E), channel C, on-going calls, new call = {source S, load FT} Output: Broadcast tree T rooted at S for load FT. the coverage of a path is defined as the number of not-yeton-tree receivers that can be covered by any nodes along the path. In the following, we illustrate the operations of our LC-SPF algorithm by the example in Fig. 4 . When a multicast call arrives at node S with receivers R1, R2, R3, R4 and a bandwidth requirement , a simple screening test is performed to determine if any multicast group member(s) will be oversubscribed. If yes, the call is rejected. Otherwise, a multicast tree rooted at S will be built.
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Step 1 of Fig. 4 , we have node S as an on-tree node, while R1, R2, R3 and R4 are not-yet-on-tree receivers. Instead of finding the most efficient (forwarding) node as in the greedy expansion algorithm, LC-SPF iteratively adds the most efficient path to the tree until all receivers are attached. To reduce the complexity involved in trying all possible shortest-paths in the network, we first identify the largest coverage node(s). The coverage of a node, denoted by (.), is measured by the number of (not-yet-on-tree) receivers within its transmission range. The coverage of each node in Step 1 is (S)=0, (A)=1 (covering R1), (B)=1 (covering R2), (C)=0, (D)=2 (covering R1 and R3), (E)=2 (covering R2 and R3), (R1)=1 (covering R1), (R2)=1 (covering R2) and (R3)=2 (covering R3 and R4). Then the three largest coverage nodes are D, E and R3, which form the candidate set.
In Step 2, the most efficient shortest-path corresponds to each largest coverage node is identified. Without loss of generality, we consider candidate node D first. R1, R2 and R3), and therefore S-B-C-D is selected. Similarly, the most efficient path for E is found to be S-A-C-E and that for R3 is S-B-C-D-R3. Let ( ) = − denote the cost of adding path . The path with the least ( ) will be selected. Note that and are global values. This is because each iteration of selecting the most efficient shortest-path affects a larger area (i.e., more nodes are involved) than that of greedy expansion.
To determine ( ), we tentatively allocate transmission time fractions to each node along path as if they were added to the tree, provided that constraints (12) and (14) are not violated. If any node along the selected path has become a forwarding node in some previous iteration, due to WBA, no further time fractions should be assigned to it. In Step 2 of Fig. 4 , suppose path S-B-C-D yields the smallest ( ), then the nodes along the path (B, C, D) are added to the on-tree node set , and the traversed nodes (S, B, C, D) are assigned to transmit for a time fraction of . Then in Step 3 of Fig. 4 , LC-SPF examines the not-yeton-tree receivers covered by the newly assigned transmissions (i.e., R1, R2, R3), and adds them to the on-tree node set . At this point, there is still one not-yet-on-tree receiver R4. The algorithm proceeds to find the next largest coverage shortestpath until all receivers are attached to the multicast tree. In
Step 4, R4 is attached to the tree via the largest coverage shortest-path R3-R4. When all receivers are attached, the algorithm terminates. The pseudo code of LC-SPF is detailed in Fig. 5 .
VI. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
Both ILP formulations in Section IV and heuristic algorithms in Section V aim at assigning time fractions to each link/channel, while ensuring a feasible transmission schedule exists. Time fractions only describe the portion of frame for active transmissions, collision may occur if the transmissions are not properly scheduled. In this section, based on the time fractions obtained (where a feasible schedule is already guaranteed), we introduce a simple algorithm for generating a conflict-free transmission schedule.
We first find a frame of time slots such that is an integer for all link ( , ) and channel .
also gives the number of time slots required by link ( , ) to transmit in channel . Then start from an arbitrary node , we allocate time slots according to the assigned time fractions. Due to WBA, of different of the same call are carried out by a single transmission, and thus we only assign the time slots once. One interface on each and is marked as occupied in the assigned time slots. When all time fractions of node are allocated to the frame, we can proceed to the next node. It should be noted that the number of concurrent transmissions in each slot should not exceed the number of interfaces a node has.
A simple example is given by Fig. 6 , where each node has 2 interfaces and a multicast tree rooted at A is built with bandwidth requirement 0.3 (in terms of time fraction). The time fraction is presented with the format " : " on link ( , ), and the bandwidth of a link is the sum of all of that link. Based on the time fractions given in Fig. 6 , we can find = 10 time slots. Since a frame schedule is periodic, we can start from any node. Without loss of generality, we consider root node S first. The given time fraction shows that it requires 3 time slots in channel 1 for sending to B. Thus, slots 0, 1 and 2 of channel 1 are assigned to the S→B transmission. We then consider node B. Due to WBA, B can transmit to C and R2 at the same time, with 1 time slot in channel 0 and 2 time slots in channel 2. Then time slot 0 of channel 0 is allocated to this transmission. For the transmission in channel 2, although slot 0 of channel 2 is idle, B cannot use it because the two interfaces of B are fully occupied (sending in channel 0 and receiving in channel 1). Therefore B has to use slots 1 and 2, the next idle slot and on an idle interface. We then consider node C, which requires three time slots in channel 2. Slot 0 of channel 2 can be allocated, but not slots 1 and 2. Although C has an idle interface in these two slots, it interferes (and is interfered by) B's transmission. Therefore, slots 3 and 4 are assigned to the C→D transmission. Similarly, transmissions of D and R3 are scheduled as shown in Fig. 6 . Note that in this example, the resulting schedule requires only five time slots because the bandwidth requirement is only 0.3.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we compare the performance of finding bandwidth-guaranteed broadcast/multicast trees using ILPs and heuristic algorithms. The transmission range and interference range of each node are set to 250m and 500m, respectively. Due to the static topology of WMN, the set of interfering nodes with respect to node is uniquely determined by the transmission and interference range of each node. The number of orthogonal channels varies from 3 to 12, and the number of interfaces per node is 3 unless otherwise specified. For each network topology, 200 multicast requests for different group sizes (denoted by ) are randomly generated, each with a bandwidth requirement of 0.01 (in terms of time fraction). One of the group members is randomly selected as the source node. When equals to the network size, it becomes a broadcast request. We assume each simulation starts with an idle system, i.e., the initial values of and are 0. We use call acceptance rate as our performance metric, where each data point in Figs. 7-11 is the average over 20 independent samples.
A. Studying the Weighting Factor
We first investigate the impact of the weighting factor , which determines the importance of interface utilization in the objective functions ( − ) and ( ′ − ′ ). By setting to 0 and 1, we can determine whether taking the residual interface capacity into account or not. To eliminate the impact of different multicast group sizes, we consider broadcast calls. Without loss of generality, the broadcast ILP (B-ILP) and greedy expansion (GE) are used for tree construction. Fig. 7 shows the call acceptance rate in a 4×5 grid network with 12 orthogonal channels, where the distance between adjacent nodes in the same row or column is 200m. Each node is randomly equipped with one to five interfaces. For comparison, a grid network with one interface per node is also simulated. In Fig. 7 , "random" stands for randomly equipping one to five interfaces to each node, while "1 nic" (network interface card) represents the scenario of having one interface per node.
From Fig. 7 , we can see that if residual interface capacity is not considered (i.e., = 0), the network can only accept 50 calls. Since each call requires 0.01 time fraction, a node with single interface can accept at most 100 calls. However, a forwarding node needs to share its interface capacity in both receiving and sending, which is equivalent to doubling the loading for each call. Once the interface capacity of these nodes is fully occupied, no more call can be accepted. On the other hand, if we take residual interface capacity into consideration (i.e., = 1), the forwarding nodes will be selected from those nodes with more residual interface capacity. This allows the network to accept more calls. When the number of interfaces per node is random, although there are nodes with single interface, the network can still accept about 100 calls. This is because the algorithm tends to not select the single-interface nodes as forwarding nodes.
Since setting = 1 allows the network to achieve higher call acceptance rate, in the following simulations = 1 is used.
B. Accepting Broadcast Calls
Four broadcast tree construction algorithms are used for call admission, the broadcast tree ILP (B-ILP), multicast tree ILP (M-ILP), greedy expansion (GE) and largest coverage shortestpath first (LC-SPF). Fig. 8 shows the call acceptance rate and running time required in the same 4×5 grid network. The running time is obtained on a Pentium 4 3.2GHz machine with 512MB RAM, where "Total" stands for the total time of serving all 200 broadcast call requests, and "Tree" stands for the average time of building each tree (rejected requests are not counted).
From Fig. 8 , as expected both B-ILP and M-ILP provide identical and highest call acceptance rate. This is because the two ILPs are empowered with the global network knowledge in tree construction. On the other hand, the two heuristic algorithms (only) carry out local optimization. The resulting network channel and interface utilization may be higher, and thus they accept fewer requests than ILPs. Although B-ILP and M-ILP provide the same acceptance rate, M-ILP requires longer running time as it has more constraints and variables. Nevertheless, as compared with the two heuristic algorithms, ILPs take much longer time to build a tree, e.g., 5-6 minutes for a network with 12 channels, which is not suitable for realtime call arrivals.
Focusing on the two heuristic algorithms, GE tends to accept more calls than LC-SPF. This is due to the difference between the tree construction procedures. In GE, the most efficient node is selected from the on-tree nodes for forwarding, where the resulting transmissions are more diverse and the resource utilization is thus more evenly distributed. In contrast, LC-SPF selects the largest coverage shortestpath. The flexibility of selecting individual forwarding nodes decreases, which lowers the efficiency on utilizing the multiple channels and interfaces. Also, since path-based selection is considered, LC-SPF requires longer running time than GE.
C. Accepting Multicast Calls
Focusing on the performance of multicast tree construction, two algorithms, M-ILP and LC-SPF, are simulated under the same 4×5 grid network. Fig. 9 shows the resulting call acceptance rate in admitting multicast calls with different group sizes ( ). Obviously, more calls can be accepted by having more channels in the network. With 12 orthogonal channels, the grid network can accept all 200 multicast calls with = 5. As expected, the acceptance rate decreases with the increasing multicast group size, because more channels and interface resources are consumed for carrying a call with larger .
Then, we consider the dense and sparse 50-node random networks. Figs. 10 and 11 give the corresponding call accep- tance rate performance. Since it takes time to solve the ILP for 50-node random networks, only LC-SPF performance is shown.
We study the performance of LC-SPF algorithm in randomly generated networks, where 50 nodes are randomly placed in a given area. For a sparse network, an area of 1000×1000m 2 is used. For a dense network, an area of 2000×2000m 2 is used. Figs. 10 and 11 show the call acceptance rates in dense and sparse networks respectively. We can see that dense networks yield higher acceptance rate. When the multicast group size =10, dense networks accept 39.3% and 22.3% more calls than the sparse ones using 3 channels and 12 channels, respectively. The reason is that in a dense network, more nodes can be covered by a transmission. Due to WBA, fewer transmissions are required for multicasting to all the group members. Besides, a sparse network has fewer choices of shortest-paths. As a result, multiple calls may pass through the same (or part of) shortest-path, causing hotspots.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the real-time multicast call arrivals in multi-channel multi-interface wireless mesh networks and discussed the bandwidth-guaranteed multicast tree construction problem. To maximize the call acceptance rate of the network, the multicast tree must be constructed judiciously with load balancing in mind. We first formulated the bandwidth-guaranteed multicast tree construction as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem, where channel assignment, routing and scheduling are jointly considered. By minimizing the carried load on both the most-heavily loaded channel and the most-heavily loaded node, the network load can be balanced, which in turn allows the network to accept more future calls. Since the above joint optimization problem is NP-hard, solving ILP can be time-consuming. To this end, an efficient multicast algorithm called largest coverage shortest-path first (LC-SPF) was proposed. Simulation results revealed that LC-SPF achieves comparable performance as the ILP, but with much shorter running time.
